PVP

What's your strategy?
adversarial vs collaborative

What PG&E is up to & picture of playing field

Clarify

• not in joint venture w/ PG&E
• cooperation will mandate w/ CT
• consider line of comm w/ PG&E, have done NDA before
• SCWA interested in regional Roth (NGOs, Tribes, etc.)

SCWA put modules on table, both watersheds, better understanding for all.
more productive things to work on
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PVP
What’s your strategy?
adversarial vs collaborative

what PG&E is up to & picture of playing field

Clarify
• not in joint venture w/ PG&E
• cooperation will resonate w/ CT
• consider line of comm w/ PG&E, have done NDA before
• SCWA interested in regional sol’n (NGOs, Tribes, etc.)

SCWA put models on table, both watersheds, better understanding for all
more productive things to work on